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This morning in Bibleland I learned about:
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Hannah and Samuel
from 1 Samuel 1:1-2:2, 21;
3:1-10
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The main idea from this morning was:
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God answered Hannah’s prayer. He hears
me pray, too.
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ASK ME
Use these simple questions to help get your kids talking about
today’s topic.
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1. Why was Hannah so sad?
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2. Who called out to Samuel in the middle of the
night?

2. Who called out to Samuel in the middle of the
night?

This Week

This Week

Use the following resource to engage with God as a family this
week.
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Read Chapter 11: From Shepherd to King
in The Story for Little Ones/Children/Kids
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Talk About
1. Goliath was 9 feet tall and very intimidating! Why
wasn’t David afraid? Would you have been?
2. Are there any bullies at school that scare you? What’s
the best way to deal with a bully? (Hint: it is NOT to throw
a rock at them!)
3. How did David show faith by wearing his regular
clothes instead of Saul’s armor?
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Do Together
Collect a few 2-liter bottles and fill the bottoms with 2-3
inches of water. Set them up like bowling pins. Have your
family practice their aim by taking turns throwing a pillow
or kicking a soccer ball at them. Each person gets one
throw. Play several rounds and declare winner.
Think about: Goliath underestimated David. Do you think
we underestimate God today? What are some signs of
God’s power?
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Pray Together
Heavenly Father, thank you for always being faithful to us.
Give us courage to trust in you when we are scared by
life’s challenges and remember that You are always with
us. In Jesus’ name, Amen.
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